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QUALITY AT WORK FOR YOU
Connecting your vision and our passion to bring life to plumbing designs
Momtaz Plumbers are innovative, creative plumbers established with the purpose of
bringing life to your plumbing. Each project is approached as a creation of art and together
with our clients every master piece will reﬂect their unique story.
As a plumbing company Momtaz will approach every project, large or small with the same
professional attitude ensuring that the client’s expectations are not only met but exceeded.
In our continuous eﬀort to be the best we believe in using the best materials for sustainable
aesthetic results.

OUR VISION
To bring life to plumbing by allowing
our clients to express themselves and
their personalities through their
kitchens and bathrooms.
OUR VALUES
* Passion & Excellence
* World Class Service Delivery
* Respect & Commitment
* Integrity
* People Oriented
OUR PROMISE
* A Professional Attitude
* A Professional Service beginning with
our initial consultation and quotation
* High Quality Materials
* High Quality of Workmanship
* Commitment to pro-active service
delivery
COMFORT THROUGH
MODERNIZATION
There have been many innovations in
plumbing design ideas over the last
decade, encompassing the
development of wet rooms, steam
showers and whirlpool baths amongst
an array of diﬀerent style concepts.
Indeed, designing or remodeling a
bathroom suite is one of the most
important considerations when
refurbishing a home. It needs to be
modern with the appearance of
spaciousness and comfort, without
losing its purpose or core functionality,
and oﬀer a relaxing and appealing
haven for occupants and visitors alike.

Beneﬁts of going solar :
* Saving and conserving
the environment
* immediate reduction in
monthly electricity bill
40-50%
* Immediate reduction in
future price hikes
* Protection against
penalties that are going
to be imposed in future
* Being compliant with
legislation in the process
of being legislated
* The less energy you
consume, the less your
energy tariﬀ
* Green Power Eskom
rebates range from R4667
– R5925 (as of May 2011)
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FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR INDIVIDUAL PREFERENCES
MOMTAZ PLUMBING PROVIDES A TOTAL END TO END SOLUTION

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Momtaz Plumbing is a young, innovative plumbing company with an eye for design! We oﬀer diverse and complete
solutions for any home or oﬃce, big or small! Our team has the skills and mastery to make your bathroom or
kitchen stunning and visually captivating. We settle for nothing less than perfection! We have a wide range
services to choose from.
HEALTH AND SAFETY STANDARD
The Plumbing Indus try Registration Board work proactively to promote plumbing practices that protect the health
and safety of the community and integrity of the water supply and waste water systems by providing a
comprehensive registration systems for plumbers and monitoring the performance of plumbers.
BBBEE AND EMPLOYMENT EQUITY:
In terms of the ﬁnal codes of good practice (gazette by the Department of Trade and Indus try on the 9th February
2007) Momtaz Plumbing cc is deﬁned as an Exempt Micro Enterprise (EME) and thus regarded as a level 4
BBBEE contributor.
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SOME OF OUR RECENT WORK

RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS WE HAVE WORKED AT

SERENGETI COUNTRY ESTATE

EYE OF AFRCA

BEVERLY HILLS

BRYANSTON ESTATE

NELSPRUIT

BEVERLY HILLS
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